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Another satisfied customer who bought 
EIK long reach for the Cat385 use in the 
dredging project is enjoying hefty 
return for the investment.  
 
We have assisted the customer to 
design a long reach package that not 
only meeting the job requirement, but 
also on a very tight deadline.  
 
The manufacturing criteria and facilities 
requirement for supplying these long 
reach booms are much more stringent 
than usual as the machine is working in 
the oil and gas industry. This has never 
been a deterrent for us. We have 
successfully done it in the past, and are 
always ready for the next. 
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What we have learnt from the show 
was many potential customers were 
surprised that we are able to design and 
build amphibious excavator and long 
boom for very large excavator, 80 ton 
and bigger. To date, the largest booms 
we have designed and built were on 
Hitachi EX1800 and Liebherr 994.  
 
They have always thought that such 
products are the forte of the US, 
European and Japanese manufacturers. 
Well, it is certainly true, however, we 
are the selective few in the world that 
has similar capability and compete at 
the international level. 
 

∞₪∞ 
 
In the previous  issue we first reported 

the official introduction of the polymer 
track shoe. We also took the chance to 
launch it during the Intermat show, the 
response has been very positive.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Customers will be thrilled to learn that 
they are now getting 24-month or 
2,400-hour warranty whichever comes 
first.  
 ∞₪∞ 
 
Do stop by at our partner booth in CTT.  

Polymer Track Shoe 

Now comes with 24-month warranty 

Cat385 Long Reach on Barge 

EIK long reach, always within reach! 

Intermat 2015 
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